Classroom Practice 66

Name: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________

**GRAMMAR** (77 points)

Exercise 1: Classify each sentence.

1. **SN LV**
   **PPA Adj SN LV A Adj PN P A OP**
   My little brother is the new paper boy (in our neighborhood). **D**

2. **SN V t**
   **V t IO A Adj DO P OP P A OP**
   Give me the total number of problems on the test. **Imp**

3. **SN V**
   **HV SP V P A OP P PPA Adj Adj OP**
   Will you come to the meeting about our community beautification project? **Int**

4. **SN V t**
   **A Adj SN V t Adj DO P OP P A OP P A OP**
   A large bear ate several bags of cookies from a campsite beside the river. **E**

**SKILLS** (12 points)

Exercise 2: Use the letter parts below to fill in the blanks of the friendly letter.

**TITLE PARTS** of a Friendly Letter: Closing Signature Heading Greeting Body

**SAMPLE PARTS** of a Friendly Letter: Robert

December 17, 20—13 Summers Road

Dear Richard, Highland, WY 00017 Your brother,

We finally arrived in Wyoming. It was a long trip north, but I enjoyed the beautiful mountain scenery. I miss you already, but I'll see you soon.

**Friendly Letter**

1. Title: **Heading**
   13 Summers Road
   Highland, WY 00017
   December 17, 20—

2. Title: **Greeting**
   Dear Richard,

3. Title: **Body**
   We finally arrived in Wyoming. It was a long trip north, but I enjoyed the beautiful mountain scenery. I miss you already, but I'll see you soon.

4. Title: **Closing**
   Your brother,

5. Title: **Signature**
   Robert
Q&A Flows: Classroom Practice 66

My little brother is the new paperboy in our neighborhood.

1. Who is the new paperboy in our neighborhood? brother - SN
2. What is being said about brother? brother is - V
3. Brother is who? paperboy - verify the noun
4. Does paperboy mean the same thing as brother? Yes.
5. Paperboy - PrN
6. Is - LV
7. What kind of paperboy? new - Adj
8. The - A
9. In - P
10. In what? neighborhood - OP

11. Whose neighborhood? our - PPA
12. What kind of brother? little - Adj
13. Whose brother? my - PPA
14. SN LV PrN P4
15. Skill Check
16. Linking verb - check again
17. (In our neighborhood) - Prepositional phrase
18. Period, statement, declarative sentence
19. Go back to the verb. Divide the complete subject from the complete predicate.
20. Is this sentence in a natural or inverted order? Natural - no change.

SN LV PPA Adj SN LV A Adj PrN P PPA OP
PrN P4 My little brother is the new paperboy (in our neighborhood). D

Sentence 2

Give me the total number of problems on the test.

1. Who give me the total number of problems on the test? (You) SP (You - understood subject pronoun)
2. What is being said about you? you give - V
3. You give what? number - verify the noun
4. Does number mean the same thing as you? No.
5. Number - DO
6. Give - V-t
7. You give number to whom? me - IO
8. How many numbers? total - Adj
9. The - A
10. Of - P

12. On - P
14. The - A
15. SN V-t IO DO P3
16. Skill Check
17. Verb-transitive - check again
18. (Of problems) - Prepositional phrase
19. (On the test) - Prepositional phrase
20. Period, command, imperative sentence
21. Go back to the verb. Divide the complete subject from the complete predicate.
22. Is this sentence in a natural or inverted order? Natural - no change.

(You) SP V-t IO A Adj DO P OP P A OP
SN V-t / Give me the total number of problems (on the test). Imp
**Sentence 3**

**Q&A**

Will you come to the meeting about our community beautification project?

1. Who will come to the meeting about our community beautification project? **you** - **SP**
2. What is being said about you? **you will come** - **V**
3. Will - **HV**
4. To - **P**
5. To what? **meeting** - **OP**
6. The - **A**
7. About - **P**
8. About what? **project** - **OP**
9. What kind of project? **beautification** - **Adj**
10. What kind of project? **community** - **Adj**
11. Whose project? **our** - **PPA**
12. **SN V P**
13. Skill Check
14. **(To the meeting)** - Prepositional phrase
15. **(About our community beautification project)** - Prepositional phrase
16. Question mark, question, interrogative sentence
17. Go back to the verb. Divide the complete subject from the complete predicate.
18. Is this sentence in a natural or inverted order? **Inverted** - underline the subject parts once and the predicate parts twice.

**SN V**

HV SP V P A OP P PPA Adj Adj OP

Will you / come (to the meeting) (about our community beautification project)? **Int**

**Sentence 4**

**Q&A**

A large bear ate several bags of cookies from a campsite beside the river!

1. What ate several bags of cookies from a campsite beside the river? **bear** - **SN**
2. What is being said about bear? **bear ate** - **V**
3. Bear ate what? **bags** - check the noun
4. Do bags mean the same thing as bear? No.
5. **Bags** - **DO**
6. **Ate** - **V-t**
7. How many bags? **several** - **Adj**
8. Of - **P**
10. From - **P**
11. From what? **campsite** - **OP**
12. **A** - **A**
13. **Beside** - **P**
15. **The** - **A**
16. What kind of bear? **large** - **Adj**
17. **A** - **A**
18. **SN V+t DO P2**
19. Skill Check
20. Verb-transitive - check again
21. **(Of cookies)** - Prepositional phrase
22. **(From a campsite)** - Prepositional phrase
23. **(Beside the river)** - Prepositional phrase
24. Exclamation point, strong feeling, eximatory sentence
25. Go back to the verb. Divide the complete subject from the complete predicate.
26. Is this sentence in a natural or inverted order? **Natural** - no change.

SN V+t A Adj SN V+t Adj DO P OP P A OP P A OP

A large bear / ate several bags (of cookies) (from a campsite) (beside the river) **Int**
**Classroom Practice 68**

**Name:** 

**Date:**

### GRAMMAR (65 points)

**Exercise 1:** Classify each sentence.

1. **SN LV**  
   **Adj SN LV A N**  
   **COP c COP**  
   Rita's flower garden / was a paradise (for bees and butterflies). D

2. **SN V+**  
   **PPA Adj IO DO P A Adj OP**  
   I / gave my new neighbor directions (to the city library). D

3. **SN V+**  
   **PPA SN V+ A Adj DO P A OP P A OP**  
   My grandma / made a coconut cake (for Mom's birthday) (on Sunday). D

4. **SN V**  
   **Adv SN V SN A OP A OP**  
   Several tourists / waited patiently (for the return) (of the trolley). D

### SKILLS AND EDITING (38 points)

**Exercise 2:** Write the capitalization and punctuation corrections only.

**Editing Guide:** End Marks: 7  Capitals: 23  Commas: 6  Apostrophes: 1  Periods: 1

---

**m D**

904 meadow dr.

G  

Greenville, MS 00004

m march 19, 20—

D A S  
dear aunt sarah,

we got two new horses yesterday, I named them spunky and sprint. spunky is the gentle

one. sprint is spirited and runs fast. you will really like them.

I'll see you this summer, you, uncle josh, and I will go horseback riding.

Y  
your nephew,

T  
tommy
Sentence 1
Rita's flower garden was a paradise for bees and butterflies.

1. What was a paradise for bees and butterflies? garden - SN
2. What is being said about garden? garden was - V
3. Garden was what? paradise - verify the noun
4. Does paradise mean the same thing as garden? Yes.
5. Paradise - PnN
6. Was - LV
7. A - A
8. For - P
9. For what? bees and butterflies - COP, COP
10. And - C
11. What kind garden? flower - Adj
12. Whose garden? Rita's - PnA
13. SN LV PrN P4
14. Skill Check
15. Linking verb - check again
16. (For bees and butterflies) - Prepositional phrase
17. Period, statement, declarative sentence
18. Go back to the verb. Divide the complete subject from the complete predicate.
19. Is this sentence in a natural or inverted order? Natural - no change.

Sentence 2
I gave my new neighbor directions to the city library.

1. Who gave my new neighbor directions to the city library? I - SP
2. What is being said about I? I gave - V
3. I gave what? directions - verify the noun
4. Do directions mean the same thing as I? No.
5. Directions - DO
6. Gave - V-t
7. I gave directions to whom? neighbor - IO
8. To - P
9. To what? library - OP
10. What kind of library? city - Adj
11. The - A
12. What kind of neighbor? new - Adj
13. Whose neighbor? my - PPA
14. SN V-t IO DO P3
15. Skill Check
16. Verb-transitive - check again
17. (To the city library) - Prepositional phrase
18. Period, statement, declarative sentence
19. Go back to the verb. Divide the complete subject from the complete predicate.
20. Is this sentence in a natural or inverted order? Natural - no change.
### Sentence 3

**Q&A**

My grandma made a coconut cake for Mom's birthday on Sunday.

1. Who made a coconut cake for Mom's birthday on Sunday? **grandma - SN**
2. What is being said about grandma? **grandma made - V**
3. Grandma made what? **cake - verb the noun**
4. Does cake mean the same thing as grandma? **No.**
5. Cake - **DO**
6. Made - **V-t**
7. What kind of cake? **coconut - Adj**
8. **A - A**
9. For - **P**
10. For what? **birthday - OP**
11. Whose birthday? **Mom's - PNA**
12. On - **P**
13. On what? **Sunday - OP**
14. Whose grandma? **my - PPA**
15. **SN V-t DO P2**
16. Skill Check
17. Verb-transitive - check again
18. **(For Mom's birthday) - Prepositional phrase**
19. **(On Sunday) - Prepositional phrase**
20. Period, statement, declarative sentence
21. Go back to the verb. Divide the complete subject from the complete predicate.
22. Is this sentence in a natural or inverted order? **Natural - no change.**

```
SN V-t A Adj DO P PNA OP P OP

My grandma / made a coconut cake (for Mom's birthday) (on Sunday). D
```

### Sentence 4

**Q&A**

Several tourists waited patiently for the return of the trolley.

1. Who waited patiently for the return of the trolley? **tourists - SN**
2. What is being said about tourists? **tourists waited - V**
3. Waited how? **patiently - Adv**
4. For - **P**
5. For what? **return - OP**
6. The - **A**
7. Of - **P**
8. Of what? **trolley - OP**
9. The - **A**
10. How many tourists? **several - Adj**
11. **SN V PI**
12. Skill Check
13. **(For the return) - Prepositional phrase**
14. **(Of the trolley) - Prepositional phrase**
15. Period, statement, declarative sentence
16. Go back to the verb. Divide the complete subject from the complete predicate.
17. Is this sentence in a natural or inverted order? **Natural - no change.**

```
SN V A Adj P A OP P A OP

Several tourists / waited patiently (for the return) (of the trolley). D
```
Chapter 14 Checkup 69

Name: __________________________ Date: ____________

GRAMMAR (66 points)

Exercise 1: Classify each sentence.

1. SN V+ A DO A OP A OP
   SN V+ A DO A OP
   Woof! Curtis scored a basket (from the middle) (of the court).

2. SN V
   Adj Adj SN V Adv P NP A Adj OP
   The old gray mule plowed slowly (down Grandpa's garden rows).

3. SN V+ IO A DO OP A OP
   SN V+ IO A DO OP A OP
   The kind nurse gave me a drink (of water) (after my treatment).

4. SN LV
   Adj SN LV Adj PN P A OP
   My brother is a riverboat pilot (on the Mississippi).

SKILLS AND EDITING (35 points)

Exercise 2: Write the capitalization and punctuation corrections only.


Dear Aunt Patti,

I was so good to hear from you. Yes, I will bring shorts, hiking shoes, and sunscreen.

I am also bringing a surprise with me, but don't try to figure it out. You'll never guess it in time. Give my cousins a hug for me. I'll see you soon.

Your niece,

Susan

480 peach lane
S
Skyline, or 00287
June 2, 20—
**Sentence 1**

Who scored a basket from the middle of the court? **Curtis - SN**

What is being said about Curtis?

**Curtis scored - V**

What did Curtis score? 

**Basket - verify the noun**

Does basket mean the same thing as Curtis? **No.**

**Basket - DO**

**Scored - V-t**

**A - A**

**From - P**

**From what? middle - OP**

**The - A**

**Of - P**

**Of what? court - OP**

---

**Wow! Curtis scored a basket from the middle of the court!**

---

**Sentence 2**

What plowed slowly down Grandpa's garden rows? **Mule - SN**

What is being said about mule?

**Mule plowed - V**

How did mule plow? **Slowly - Adv**

**Down - P**

**Down what? rows - OP**

What kind of rows? **Garden - Adj**

Whose rows? **Grandpa's - PNA**

What kind of mule? **Gray - Adj**

---

**The old gray mule plowed slowly down Grandpa's garden rows.**

---
**Sentence 3**

The kind nurse gave me a drink of water after my treatment.

1. Who gave me a drink of water after my treatment? 
   - nurse - SN
2. What is being said about nurse?
   - nurse gave - V
3. Nurse gave what? 
   - drink - verify the noun
4. Does drink mean the same thing as nurse? 
   - No.
5. Drink - DO
6. Gave - V+I
7. Nurse gave drink to whom? 
   - me - IO
8. A - A
9. Of - P
10. Of what? 
    - water - OP
11. After - P
12. After what? 
    - treatment - OP

---

**Sentence 4**

My brother is a riverboat pilot on the Mississippi.

1. Who is a riverboat pilot on the Mississippi? 
   - brother - SN
2. What is being said about brother? 
   - brother is - V
3. Brother is who? 
   - pilot - verify the noun
4. Does pilot mean the same thing as brother? 
   - Yes.
5. Pilot - PrN
6. Is - LV
7. What kind of pilot? 
   - riverboat - Adj
8. A - A
9. On - P
10. On what? 
    - Mississippi - OP

---

The kind nurse / gave me a drink (of water) (after my treatment). D

My brother / is a riverboat pilot (on the Mississippi). D